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Bringing practice management to the cloud
When patients are experiencing vision problems, it can negatively impact 
every aspect of their lives and severely limit their normal activities. The 
eight physicians at VisionFirst Eye Center combine their shared 145 years 
of experience to bring cutting-edge solutions to patients with a variety of 
diagnoses. Practicing across four locations in Alabama, the practitioners must 
also share data on patient conditions in real-time, even if they’re miles apart. 
For that reason, access to cloud-based documentation became a necessity for 
this comprehensive practice.

A much-needed upgrade
A decade ago, VisionFirst went live with Eye Care Leaders’ Medflow product, 
and although the practitioners liked the functionality, over time it became clear 
that access to cloud computing would be essential. When myCare iMedicWare 
debuted as an Eye Care Leaders platform, Practice Administrator Tammy Griffin 
said the practice adopted it immediately. “It was a very smooth go-live,” Griffin 
says. “myCare iMedicWare truly had everything we needed for our practice. It’s 
been a really good transition for us.”

One of the most appealing features of myCare iMedicWare is its ability to 
work cohesively with the practice’s other programs. “My experience has been 
that even with the best interfaces, practice management systems and EHR 
systems never really had great functionality together,” Griffin says. “Then 
when you throw optical in, it just wasn’t great. The great thing about myCare 
iMedicWare is just one log-on. We don’t have to have our hundred passwords 
written down anymore.” 

“myCare iMedicWare truly had everything we needed for our 
practice. It’s been a really good transition for us.”  

Tammy Griffin, Practice Administrator at VisionFirst Eye Center
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• STAFF: 2 MDs, 6 ODs,  
21 Techs, 8 Front Desk,  
6 Optical
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improving patient care 
with myCare iMedicWare
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A successful implementation
In June 2018, VisionFirst took the system online. Staff members relied 
heavily on Eye Care Leaders reps to ensure they were prepared for 
actual system utilization. “Everything involved a real-live person talking 
to us on the phone,” Griffin says. “We had six different trainings, so we 
could schedule technicians out of clinic without affecting patient flow,” 
she says. Eye Care Leaders also set up sample patients in the system, 
so VisionFirst staffers could work sample charts and train in real time. 
The go-live went off without a hitch because of the preparation that the 
practice had experienced. 

Scanning becomes a breeze
Practices like VisionFirst, which have ophthalmologists, optometrists, 
and opticians on staff, see a lot of referral patients, which means that 
documents must often be scanned in bulk so both practices have access 
to all of the patient records. “In myCare iMedicWare, the scanning 
functionality is awesome—that has been huge for our staff,” says Griffin.  

When VisionFirst’s doctors write letters back to the referring physicians, 
they’re able to build a variety of letter styles into the system, which can 
pull data straight from patient charts. This generates letters quickly and 
efficiently, eliminating the need for the physicians to dictate them. 

In addition, the system is able to smoothly capture reporting between 
the practice’s clinic side and optical side. “We get truer reporting based 
on our capture rates,” she says.  “That has been huge for us. It’s a true 
integration between two systems.”

Saving precious staff time
Shortly after implementing myCare iMedicWare, VisionFirst noticed an 
improvement in the amount of time that staff members spend on certain 
activities. “One thing we saw immediately was a decrease in surgery 
scheduling and front desk time,” Griffin says. That time savings can allow 
staffers to perform other important tasks, leading to happier patients 
and staff members. 

“One thing we saw 
immediately was a 
decrease in surgery 
scheduling and front 
desk time.”
Tammy Griffin, Practice Administrator at 
VisionFirst Eye Center
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For more information on myCare iMedicWare, call Eye Care Leaders
at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.
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